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DSCI takes a proactive role for “policy enablement” that affects ICT - Strong
Engagement & Enactment through the Government.

Legal Framework for Privacy

DSCI had earlier submitted its views to the Department of Personnel &
Training, Government of India, to develop a consultation paper on the
subject of ‘Approach paper for legislation on privacy’. DSCI provided a
paper highlighting the public views and opinions on the subject. After
DoPT finalized the draft, DSCI, along with other members, were invited
to discuss the same. DSCI offered its comments on the proposed Data
Protection Bill based on the expectations from the said Bill and opinion
on the subject. In addition to the written submission, Dr. Kamlesh Bajaj,
CEO, DSCI, regularly participates in the ongoing discussions.

RBI’s Working Group on information security, electronic banking,
technology risk management and cyber frauds

Dr. Kamlesh Bajaj, CEO, DSCI is a member of ‘Working Group on
information security, electronic banking, technology risk management
and cyber frauds’ created by Reserve Bank of India, to provide detailed
suggestions in areas relating to IT Governance, Information security, IT
operations, Information system audit, Cyber frauds, Business Continuity
Planning, customer education and legal issues arising out of use of IT in
Banking.

Public Advocacy

U P C O M I N G   E V E N T S  &  N E W S
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The Report of the Working Group was submitted to the Deputy Governor, RBI, with suggestions and
recommendation from all the members. Following is the extract from the Report highlighting the
contribution of DSCI and a proposed role envisaged by the Working Group for DSCI.

There is a need for IBA, IDRBT and reputed institutions like DSCI to collaborate and develop
security frameworks and detailed implementation methodologies and procedures for the
benefit of the banking sector, based on the information security related aspects covered in
this report.
Collaborative efforts may also be made by reputed bodies like IDRBT, IIBF and DSCI coordinated
by IBA to create customized indigenous certification courses to certify specific knowledge and
skill sets in IT/information security areas for various categories of bank personnel at operational
and managerial levels so as to create a large and diverse pool of requisite talent within the
banking system.
Detailed service provider assessment and monitoring frameworks and best practices from a
banking context can be explored by IBA in collaboration with institutions like DSCI and IDRBT.
Bank should also regularly assess the comprehensiveness of its information security risk
management framework by comparison to peers and other established control frameworks
and standards including any security related frameworks issued by reputed institutions like
IDRBT or DSCI.
Banks may also additionally consider other reputed security frameworks and standards from
well - known institutions like ISACA, DSCI, IDRBT etc.
Data Security Council of India have recommended the following nine privacy principles in the
context of Indian Industry: (a) Notice; (b) Choice and consent (c); (h) Openness; (i)
Accountability. The recommendations of DSCI are relevant and may be considered. Collection
Limitation; (d)Use Limitation; (e) Access and Correction; (f) Security; (g) Disclosure to third
party

DSCI Comments on Draft Rules (Sec 43A, 79 – Intermediaries & Cyber cafes) IT (Amendment) Act, 2008

The draft rules for sections 43A and 79 of the IT (Amendment) Act, 2008 were made available on the
Department of Information Technology’s website (www.mit.gov.in ) for public consultation.

DSCI, in its role of Public Advocacy, studied the rules and prepared a set of comments and invited all
its Chapter and Corporate Members to share their comments on these draft rules. The final set of
comments was submitted to the Department of Information Technology, Government of India. DSCI
thanks its members for their contribution. Visit: http://www.dsci.in/node/637

DSCI forms Advisory Groups on ‘Global Data Flows’ and ‘Encryption Policy’

Against the background of recent regulatory amendments in some European Union member states
that make regulatory requirements more stringent and raise the liabilities for data breaches and
noncompliance, DSCI has established an ‘Advisory Group on Global Data Flows’ and an ‘Advisory
Group on Encryption Policy’ to discuss the challenges faced and impact on IT and BPO companies in
India as ‘data processors’ and to discuss the domestic regulatory requirements for encryption  while
balancing strong business use of encryption and national security.  The Advisory Groups comprise
industry leaders and representatives from various outsourcing verticals and are moderated by DSCI.
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The first meeting of both the Advisory Groups was held on January 17, 2011 to discuss and deliberate
upon different approaches / recommendations that can help Indian outsourcing industry overcome
the identified challenges.

These Advisory groups are created with an objective of providing a platform to discuss developments
in Data Privacy regulations across the world, and how they impact Indian Outsourcing industry, and
also to provide a voice to the industry for forwarding recommendations, through DSCI, to various
regulatory bodies in India and across the world.

DSCI organizes various conferences and seminars and participates in the events in India and abroad to draw
focus on data security and privacy concerns and DSCI’s approach towards data protection.

DSCI Privacy Roundtable with Prof Peter P. Swire

DSCI organized Privacy Roundtable with Prof Peter P. Swire, who served as the Clinton Administration’s
Counselor for Privacy, in New Delhi on 29th March 2011. The Roundtable provided an opportunity to
understand recent developments in the evolution of privacy as a result of technology and globalization.

The privacy debate, globally and
nationally, has assumed centre-stage,
both for civil society and business.
Privacy of individuals, who are
engaged in online activities, is getting
compromised through collection of
personal data and sharing of the same
by the collecting sites with others for
commercial or other reasons, i.e. for
a purpose other than that for which
the data is collected.  Such data can
be retained indefinitely leading to
privacy threats for the individual who
has a right to be forgotten but then

there are no clear data retention policies.  Many of the existing privacy principles appear to have been
overwhelmed by new technologies and have lost their true meaning.

The global data-flows are between businesses.  These are governed by the OECD privacy principles
which are the guiding principles for many of the legislations around the world, including the EU Data
Protection Directive.  In business-to-business data-flows, which are governed by contracts, these
principles may actually be found to be adequate.  Many countries are in the process of amending their
privacy laws, or writing new laws.

These issues were discussed in length with global perspectives by senior professionals from various
industry verticals and Government at the Roundtable.

Outreach Programs
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International Seminar on Cyberspace Usages – Challenges and Dispute Resolution, organized by
Union Internationale Des Advocats (UIA), UIA Indian Chapter and Inter Pacific Bar Association (IPBA)

The International Seminar on Cyberspace Usages, organized by UIA, UIA Indian Chapter and IPBA
brought together leading experts from across India and abroad to assess and highlight the current
approaches towards the challenges posed by cyberspace usage. Cyberspace usage has also brought
with it new approaches to dispute resolution and this was also discussed at the seminar.

Dr. Kamlesh Bajaj, CEO, DSCI was invited as a speaker in the seminar and spoke on ‘Promoting Data
Protection Standards Through Contracts’, in a session chaired by Hon’ble Mr. Justice Altamas Kabir,
Judge, Supreme Court of India. He expressed his belief that a service provider should be able to
demonstrate compliance with data protection requirements, similar to those of the country where
the client is located, and/or where the data is originating from, by following security and privacy best
practices and standards. He said that getting these standards recognized through contracts can promote
data protection, a thought that was well received by all the participants.

Workshop-cum-Conference on IT Law, organized by Faculty of Law, University of Delhi

Law Centre -1, Faculty of Law, University of Delhi organized a two day Workshop-cum-Conference on
Information Technology Law. Dr. Kamlesh Bajaj, CEO,DSCI was invited to participate in the conference
and he gave a presentation on ‘Privacy Legal Regimes: Impact of Technology and Globalization’. There
is a considerable debate around the world to have a look at the globally accepted Privacy policies. Dr.
Bajaj, in his presentation, traced the evolution of privacy as a result technology started in 1890 to the
present era where 3rd generation Information & Communication technologies are impacting the privacy
of individuals who are using online services for ecommerce or social purposes.

Cloud Services Measurement Initiative Consortium

DSCI has joined Cloud Services Measurement Initiative Consortium (CSMIC) led by Carnegie Mellon
University (CMU), US.  This was facilitated by Prof. N Balakrishnan, Chairman, DSCI. CSMIC aims to
address the need for industry-wide, globally accepted measures for calculating the benefits and risks
of cloud-computing services. The major product of the consortium’s efforts is the Service Measurement
Index (SMI), a set of business-relevant Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) that provide a standardized
method for measuring and comparing a business service. From procurement and ongoing service
levels, to business viability and security, the SMI framework will provide a holistic view into the
entire customer experience for cloud service providers in these primary areas: Accountability, Agility,
Assurance of Service, Cost, Security and Privacy, and Usability (functionality and performance). Mr.
Rahul Jain, Senior Consultant, DSCI is representing DSCI in this consortium. Visit: http://www.dsci.in/
node/642

Information on Demand India 2011, organized by IBM

IBM, India organized Information on Demand India 2011 Conference to reiterate the critical role of
data management in businesses of today. DSCI was invited to participate in the conference and host
the Data Security Roundtable Discussion for CXOs. The roundtable meet was attended by different
industry verticals like Energy, Utilities, Housing Finance, Banking, etc. and Mr. Vinayak Godse, Director
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– Data Protection, DSCI moderated the meet to channel the discussion on the critical points and
apprise the participants on the implication of IT (Amendment) Act, 2008 and proposed privacy law.

NASSCOM Leadership Forum – DSCI Framework Presentation to Remote Infrastructure Management
(RIM) Forum

DSCI made a presentation on its frameworks to the RIM Forum on 9th February, on the sideline of NILF.
The members of RIM, including CEO Mr. Pradeep Kar of Microland, Chair, RIM Forum and K Karunagaran,
CSC, were apprised of with DSCI Security and Privacy Framework. They were also presented with the
DSCI research/study publications.  RIM, as one of the important lines of service, need a specific
attention for security and privacy. Employees at offshore locations usually get privileged access to
underlying systems of client, which hosts sensitive and critical data. A need of dip stick study or
research was felt in the meeting and RIM Forum expected DSCI to take a close approach to RIM
requirements.

Council for Security Cooperation in the Asia-Pacific (CSCAP) study group on Cyber Security- First
meeting on 21st to 23rd March 2011

The Council for Security Cooperation in the Asia-Pacific (CSCAP) is a “non-governmental (second
track) process for dialogue on security issues in Asia Pacific.” There are currently twenty member
committees of CSCAP (from Australia, Cambodia, Canada, European Union, India, Indonesia, Japan,
Malaysia, Mongolia, New Zealand, North Korea, Papua New Guinea, People’s Republic of China,
Philippines, Russia, Singapore, South Korea, Thailand, United States of America, and Vietnam) and
one observer (from the Pacific Islands Forum). In the backdrop of growing ICT use and related security
issues, the CSCAP decided to constitute a study group on the issue of cyber security for one year
period from November 2010 to October 2011 with the following objectives:

– To examine the possible cyber threat scenarios in the Asia-Pacific region and the likely
security risks.

– To develop the cyber security strategy to address possible cyber threats in the region and
propose effective measures to manage the security risks.

Mr. Vinayak Godse, Director, DSCI was nominated as the NASSCOM-DSCI representative to participate
in the meeting, along with  Mr. B J Srinath, Sr. Director/Scientist ‘G’, CERT-In, Department of IT, GOI. Mr.
Godse presented his views on ‘Ecosystem for Cyber Security in India’, apprising the participants about
the legal framework, role of industry, and NASSCOM and DSCI contribution  to cyber security as part of
the ecosystem that is emerging for cyber security in India. Mr. Srinath presented his views on ‘UN
Group of Government  Experts on evaluating ICT in the context of international security’, based on
which the cooperation framework for CSCAP can be laid down. The next meeting of the CSCAP will be
held in India in September this year.  This discussion and deliberations facilitated by the first and
second meeting will lead to the formulation of the memorandum for a cyber security strategy to be
considered by the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF).  

Impact of Indian IT Act and proposed Privacy Law on Business, organized by DSCI’s Ahmedabad Chapter.

DSCI Ahmedabad Chapter conducted an informative and an entertaining industry session on ‘Impact
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DSCI regularly undertakes study and surveys to develop reports on the various facets of data security and
privacy in India. These reports, jointly produced by various corporate entities including major consulting firms
amongst others, highlight the current state and concern of data security and privacy.

This quarter saw release of following subject matter report.

State of Data Security and Privacy in the Indian Banking Industry

DSCI conducted a survey to assess the current state
of data security and privacy practices in the Indian
Banking industry and to gain insights into their
concerns on data protection. DSCI conducted this
survey through KPMG, and under the aegis of
CERT-In (DIT). In order to ensure that the survey
results represent the industry at large, 20 banks
were surveyed, and the CISOs and equivalents

across the industry were interviewed. The survey results highlight trends and insights into the state
of data security and privacy in the industry – many ‘generally known’ practices are validated, yet
certain unexpected insights are revealed

Some of the key findings of the Survey Report include:

– Customer awareness on information security along with insecure customer end points is one of
the most significant challenges faced by the banks

Thought Leadership

of Indian IT Act and proposed Privacy Law on Business’ at AMA, on February 25, 2011.  The session gave
an understanding of how the Indian IT Act and the proposed Privacy Law relates to business and that
its understanding is critical to organizations doing business in India or outside.

Mr. Rahul Jain, Senior Consultant, DSCI, Mr. K. Venkatesh Murthy, Program Manager – Cyber labs, DSCI,
Mr. Rathin Vaidya from SourcePro Infotech and Mr. Aditya Modha from Techdefence Consulting shared
their knowledge, experiences and cases solved. 

This session was attended by 50 people across 30 organizations and included General Managers,
Directors, CISOs, IT Heads and more from BFSI, IT / ITeS, Pharma, Manufacturing, Automobile, Education,
Consulting and other Industries.

ISACA Special CPE Event on International Privacy Day

The New Delhi Chapter of ISACA organized a special CPE Event for continuing professional education
on International Privacy Day. The event featured eminent speakers from the industry. DSCI was
represented by Mr. Vikram Asnani, Sr. Consultant, DSCI who spoke on ‘Evolution of Data Privacy in
India’
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– External threats and the increasing usage of online & mobile channels along with regulatory
requirements are driving banks in India to invest in information security

– Managing security is more challenging in online banking and phone (IVR) banking as compared to
other service delivery channels

– Banks drive inputs from international standards such as ISO 27001 to establish their security function

– Absence of collaboration and synergy between Security and Fraud Management functions leaves
a significant gap in banks’ effort to curb financial frauds

The survey was released at an event held in
Mumbai on February 4, 2011. The event was
presided over by Shri. G. Gopalakrishna,
Executive Director, Reserve Bank of India, and
he complimented DSCI and KPMG for carrying
out the survey to assess the state of data
security and privacy in the Indian banking
industry and gain insights into the data
protection concerns of the industry.
Encouraging this initiative, he recommended
that such surveys should be conducted
periodically to cover the changing trends in the
banking industry.

The event  featured Dr. Kamlesh Bajaj, CEO, DSCI, Mr. B J Srinath, Sr. Director/Scientist ‘G’, CERT-In and
senior banking executives in the panel discussions on the findings of the survey, the need for data
security and privacy protection as a customer objective and also as a requisite under the IT
(Amendment) Act, 2008 and recently released RBI Guidelines for Electronic Banking. For the banking
industry, the DSCI-KPMG Survey Report establishes comprehensive understanding on the role of data
protection and offers compelling insights on how the industry can strengthen its position.

BPO Benchmarking Results 2010

DSCI is pleased to present the benchmarking results for the BPO industry. The results are based on
the DSCI Survey – State of Data Security and Privacy in the Indian BPO Industry which had participation
from 50 BPO companies. Special focus was given to the depth of questions used in this survey with a
view to understand the data protection trends, underlying issues and concerns that may be unique
and specific to the BPO industry.

The focus, in general is on positioning of security and privacy in organizations; maturity and
characteristics of key security disciplines such as Threat & Vulnerability Management, Incident
Management, among others.
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DSCI has been actively involved in developing and imparting training and capacity building for various
government and corporate entities.

Meeting the Cyber Crime Challenge through Capacity Building

Cyber crimes in the country are on the rise as is evident from the number of cases that are reported
in the media. While the IT (Amendment) Act, 2008 provides a sound legal framework for apprehending
and prosecuting the cyber criminals, it is the lack of trained police officers in different parts of the
country that is hampering the timely and effective prosecution of cyber crimes.

DSCI is pleased to state that the in-depth approach has resulted in findings that are more promising
and can help company to benchmark against the Industry practices. The results of the survey were
used for benchmarking organization’s preparedness with respect to the industry.

BPO Organizations interested in benchmarking their practices agains are invited to send in their
request to info@dsci.in. DSCI ensures that the results of the benchmarking program will be kept
confidential.

Capacity Building
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NASSCOM and DSCI have a major stake in the handling of cybercrimes, because any security breach in
IT and BPO companies results in damage to India’s image as a secure global sourcing partner of
companies around the world.

To standardize the operating procedures for cyber crime investigation, DSCI prepared Cyber Crime
Investigation Manual, based on its experience of operating Cyber Labs and working with the police in
handling many of the cybercrimes over the last few years. The Manual was released by Shri. Gopal K
Pillai, Union Home Secretary, at the Cyber Crime Conference held in New Delhi on March 07, 2011.
Shri. Pillai expressed his confidence in the effectiveness of this Manual to help curtail the growing
instances of cyber crimes in the country.

The Manual is being distributed to all the Police Stations around the country to help police officers
collect the cyber forensics data and prosecute cyber criminals under the appropriate Sections of the
IT (Amendment) Act, 2008, IPC etc.

The Conference saw participation of police
officers from all over the country; Adjudicating
Officers, and other government officers;
delegates from the industry and featured
eminent dignitaries from the Government and
industry including Justice S. Ravindra Bhat,
Delhi High Court, Prof Balakrishnan, Chairman,
DSCI, Mr Som Mittal, President, NASSCOM, in
panel discussions on cyber forensic
procedures, elaboration on the IT
(Amendment) Act, 2008 and IPC sections
applicable in various cases. 

The conference highlighted the growing menace of cyber crimes in the country and provided a potent
ground for discussing and developing the way forward in understanding the global nature of cyber
crimes and capacity building required in the future.

CERT-In Trainings

DSCI has been working with CERT-In to provide
security training to employees of Government, public
sector units, and organizations that fall under critical
information infrastructure definition. More than 700
officials from different government departments
and organizations across the country have attended
the trainings.

Cyber Labs

DSCI through its Cyber Labs program has been training law
enforcement agencies on cyber crime investigation. In this
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With a view to engage and update stakeholders in an ever changing threat landscape, DSCI has been
identifying and developing new and relevant initiatives to re-enforce its drive in promoting data protection.

Training on DSF© and DPF© for the Big 4 Consulting Companies

DSCI’s DSF© and DPF© encompass the suggested best practices for organizations in data security and
privacy domain. DSCI believes that DSF© and DPF©, with their strong focus on data-centric approach,
will help outsourcing as well as domestic industry to align their security and privacy initiatives to the
data protection requirements.

In order to extend its reach, DSCI decided to work with the Big 4 Consulting Firms namely, KPMG,
Deloitte, Ernst & Young and Pricewaterhouse Coopers and they have been trained to provide
consultancy to IT and BPO companies on implementation of DSF© and DPF© to the Big 4 Consulting
firms. The two day interactive training session covered various facets and modules of DSF© and DPF©

New Initiatives

North eastern Police Academy training during 13th and 19th march 2011 at Meghalaya

quarter, 489 officers from Police & Department of Public Prosecution were trained on “Basics of Cyber
Crime Investigation” during  January, February and March 2011 from the labs at Pune, Thane, Mumbai,
Bangalore and Haryana.

760 personnel, including officers from North Eastern states,
Prosecutors, and Students were trained in short courses
conducted by the cyber labs.

Cyber Safe Week-Pune- 2010:  Cognizant, under the aegis of Pune Police with DSCI- NASSCOM organized
cyber safety week-Pune-2010 between 16th December 2010 and 22nd December 2010. More than
1000 Law enforcement officials including Public Prosecutors, Travel agents, Schools and college
students were benefitted by this program.
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and brought to perspective the best practices listed in DSF© and DPF© at the background of current set
of practices deployed by various organizations.

DSCI plans to continue with such training sessions for other consulting firms.

Data Privacy Day - 28th January 2011

Data Privacy Day is an international celebration of the dignity of
the individual expressed through personal information. This day
is celebrated to promote a dialogue among all of the stakeholders
– businesses, individuals, government agencies, non-profit groups,
academics, teachers and students – to look more thoroughly at
how advanced technologies affect our daily lives.

On this occasion, DR. Kamlesh Bajaj, CEO, DSCI sent out a Privacy Day message to all the DSCI members
exhorting them celebrate this day with meetings and discussion. Various Chapters held meetings and
seminars on this day to discuss the data protections issues and plan out agenda for the coming year.

To take the message to an even greater number of people, DSCI designed and circulated a Data
Privacy Day desktop theme to its Chapter and corporate members and other stakeholders. The Desktop
theme reached about 2.4 lacs desktops, thereby establishing an increased awareness on the data
privacy need.

On the occasion, DataQuest publication carried an article titled ‘Protecting the Privacy of the
Individuals’, authored by Dr. Kamlesh Bajaj, CEO, DSCI in its January 31, 2011 issue. The full article can
be viewed at http://dqindia.ciol.com/content/spotlight/2011/111020901.asp

DSCI understands the value of engaging security and privacy professionals across the globe in its endeavor
of promoting data protection in the country and organizations and hence, provides with multiple options
and channels to connect with stakeholders. We invite you to take benefit of the following channels to
connect with us.

1. DSCI Website: www.dsci.in incorporates interactive Web 2.0 features. DSCI content is forthcoming and the site
offers easy browsing of DSCI consultation papers, policy papers and reports.  It provides means for sharing the content
with social networking sites, interactive updates on DSCI events and has details on the programs for different target
groups. It provides emergency services contact and gives an opportunity for security skill registry (an individual can
register their security skills with DSCI) and many such features.

Register your skills with DSCI at
https://www.dsci.in/dsci/register/individual

2. Social Media: DSCI provides updates, notification, event details on the social media sites in an endeavor to connect
with security and privacy professionals, industry, international bodies, etc.  Follow us on...

Connect with DSCI
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Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/pages/Data-Security-Council-of-India/143256382380846

Twitter: http://twitter.com/dsci_connect

3. RSS Feed: Subscribe RSS feed for update on DSCI position papers, consultation papers and study and survey
reports at DSCI homepage at Papers/Reports tab or http://www.dsci.in/rss.xml

4. DSCI Chapters: DSCI has established its Chapters in 10 cities to generate awareness about data security and
privacy; and create and foster a network of security and privacy professionals who can share their views through this
platform. Each chapter has several Special Interest Groups in which individuals participate depending on their interests.
The chapters are operational at Bangalore, Hyderabad, Chennai, Delhi, Ahmedabad, Mumbai, Pune, Jaipur, Kolkata,
and Chandigarh.

DSCI chapter members can access India Security Portal (www.indiasecure.in) to participate into various activities like
blogging, closed group discussion, uploading papers for comments, and  viewing papers, articles, survey reports and
security related news, etc.

… Register yourself with India Security Portal at https://indiasecure.in/user/register

We invite you to utilize these interactive initiatives to connect, interact and know what is latest in Data Protection.

________ ________


